
LEAD GENERATION  

Scale your business by capturing 
leads better
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In any type of business, lead generation has become the 
most important step in prospecting and capturing prospect 
clients. 

This process has been challenging and requires a lot of 
trial-and-error. Many marketers will agree that sometimes 
even giving out carrots will not convert interested audience 
into leads. 

Attracting potential clients with your products or services can 
be a daunting task. A lot of strategies like inbound marketing 
can help potential customers find your company and turn 
their awareness into preference. 

Digital channels have helped tremendously because they 
serve as platforms that are driven by contextualization. 
Customers only want to see what is relevant to them. This 
has changed the buying process of customers entirely. 

Best practices and tactics need to be observed to adapt to 
the modern era of marketing & lead generation.

Introduction
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What is Lead
Generation?

AWARENESS CONSIDERATION DECISION

1 Best Practices for Lead Generation- Hubspot Ebook
2 https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/beginner-inbound-lead-generation-guide-ht 

Gone are the days when marketers send generic email blasts and mass advertising. 
Now, they target the audience and study the buyer’s journey.

Lead Generation is a process of capturing 
qualified leads who show interest towards a 
product or service. Personal information is 
often given in exchange for content or a 
promotional product offering. In generating 
leads, contact information is needed to 
establish rapport & helps for remarketing.

The buying process has changed and instead of running after the audience, the 
audience themselves go looking for the products, brands, or services through 
various channels. 
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Inbound Marketing

Buyer’s Journey

https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/beginner-inbound-lead-generation-guide-ht


1 Social Commerce - Global Web Index

% of internet users who discover brands via

28% Ads seen on social media

24% Recommendations/ comments on social media

% of internet users who look for information about products on

42% Social networks

% of internet users who have done the following brand 
interactions in the past month

23% Liked/followed a brand on a social network

22% Visited a brand’s social network page

% of internet users who are motivated to purchase by

23% Lots of “likes” or good comments on social media

12% The options to use a “buy” button on a social network

What is the 
role of social 
media in the 
path to 
purchase?
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This where traditional marketing comes 
in; where businesses purchase an ad in 
billboards, magazine, booths etc. for 
built-in audience. Rented attention is 
deemed to reach a larger market at an 
early stage, but is seen less efficient and 
effective as digital media produces 
more qualified leads. 

Rented Attention
Owning the lead’s attention is 
self-sustaining since there is no time 
constraint. Businesses have control over 
generating leads using social media 
pages and/or content hub with own 
resources and platform. (e.g website, 
blog) Owned marketing has high 
lead-generating potential and is low cost. 

Owned Attention

1 https://www.square2marketing.com/blog/earned-attention-vs.-rented-attention-why-inbound-marketing-works
2 https://www.cobloom.com/blog/paid-vs-owned-vs-earned-software-marketing-strategies

3 https://www.reachmarketing.com/do-you-rent-your-leads-attention-or-own-it/
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Rented Attention VS Owned Attention

https://www.square2marketing.com/blog/earned-attention-vs.-rented-attention-why-inbound-marketing-works
https://www.cobloom.com/blog/paid-vs-owned-vs-earned-software-marketing-strategies
https://www.reachmarketing.com/do-you-rent-your-leads-attention-or-own-it/


Since the buying process has transformed digitally, the 
strategy and ways to reach out to the audience have 
also drastically changed. Consumers now find brands 
through search engines and social media platforms. 
The consumers come to find the brand.

Social media is an effective space 
for discovery and marketing.

As businesses shift their marketing efforts to digital 
platforms, information is readily available across 
different channels. One advantage to this is that 
businesses can tap a niche audience per platform; 
however, a disadvantage is attention scarcity since the 
audience’s attention is scattered across different 
channels.

1https://blog.hubspot.com/blog/tabid/6307/bid/19022/how-to-leverage-the-5-stages-of-the-customer-buying-cycle-for-more-sales.aspx
2 https://www.marketo.com/lead-generation/

Mission

Customer Intelligence

Mechanics & Tactics

Measurement

THEN NOW

Transformation of Marketing
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Create a buyer persona using market research and actual data of existing 
customers, as well as social media observations. By doing so, businesses 
will be able to understand the market better and relate to the needs and 
interests. Once the market is understood better, building content and 
strategy should be easy based on objectives and day-to-day pain points of 
the customers.

The potential customers, according to GWI, are sorted out depending on 
behaviors, similarities, and patterns. This reveals the decision makers and 
their spending power. In that way, businesses will understand the 
audience’s needs and capabilities intimately.

Why is this so important? Engaging with potential customers and winning 
their hearts will help build trust and relationships. This will also help in 
knowing what businesses should be doing and how to maneuver the 
content and strategy whilst improving social media presence and brand 
affinity.

1 Global Web Index
2 https://www.b2bml.com/blog/what-is-a-buyer-persona

3 http://socialmediatoday.com/news/what-is-a-buyer-persona-and-why-is-it-important/507404/

Buyer Persona
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Most customers look for easy transactions and want to save time. In a recent survey of GWI, 83.5% of social media savvy purchase online using 
their mobile phones instead of going to physical stores. 

1 Global Web Index
2 https://www.socialmediatoday.com/news/what-is-a-buyer-persona-and-why-is-it-important/507404/

Buyer Persona

Answer Option         Data point %        Universe        Index       Responses     Audience %

Used an online encyclopedia as Wikipedia    40.3%             15.4M        106.9                  2.5k        87.9%

Uploaded/ shared video    42.8%             15.1M        113.6    2.4k      86%

Watched a vlog    41.3%             15.1M        109.5        2.4k   85.9%

Purchased a product online    42.2%             14.7M         112.1    2.4k       83.5%

Visited a travel/vacation website    42.8%             14.6M                 113.4    2.4k   82.8%

Checked the weather online    40.8%             14.5M        108.3    2.4k   82.2%
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How do you target the right customers and which strategy should be used given that majority of potential customers purchase online. The team 
can then ideate on how to build a compelling user experience online by mapping out each point in the customer journey. Make sure that product or 
service information are complete and updated. Ensure payment portals are working and are secure for checkout. Is customer service available 
24/7? These are a few key concerns that should be taken care of, if the brand discovers that majority of their audience purchase online.

https://www.socialmediatoday.com/news/what-is-a-buyer-persona-and-why-is-it-important/507404/


1 Global Web Index

Buyer Persona

Answer Option         Data point %        Universe        Index       Responses     Audience %

Clicked the “like” or a “reaction” button

Watched a video

Message a friend on a 1-on-1 basis

Read a new story

Read an article

Commented on a friend’s profile status or photo/video

Visited a company, brand or product’s Facebook page

Logged in to see what is happening without 
posting/commenting on anything myself 

Read or clicked on the Trending Topics

Uploaded and shared my own photos

Researched a product I’m interested in buying

47.5%

50.6%

52.2%

52.7%

53.4%

53.8%

55.6%

55.5%

55.9%

54%

56.6%

16M

14.1M

12.8M

12.1M

12M

11.7M

10.7M

10.4M

10.1M

10.1M

9.9M

111.8

119.2

123

124.2

125.8

126.9

131

130.8

131.6

127.3

133.3

6.8k

6k

5.4k

5.2k

5.2k

5k

4.6k

4.4k

4.4k

4.3k

4.2k

93.8%

82.8%

74.8%

71.1%

70.5%

68.4%

62.6%

60.9%

59.4%

59.2%

57.9%

Does your content resonate with your audience? If you discover that your customers are active engagers on social media, it means that they most 
likely react to social media posts on their feed. Make sure that your brand content not only gets a reaction but also drives interest. At the end of the 
day, content marketing should drive awareness, engagement and eventually, spur on an action. Whether this is a click to site or sign up.



Challenges
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Getting through the noise and earning the attention of 
busy decision making customers are both difficult. 
Marketers need to create tactics and strategies that will 
prioritize which channel to use to tap the right target 
market. 

To overcome these challenges, marketers have to know 
the audience inside out and understand their needs and 
wants. Measuring results of qualified leads will help 
monitor the lead generation and progress at each stage. In 
a business, placing the right people to manage the 
marketing strategy will sustain generating leads.

1  https://www.hubspot.com/marketing-statistics

63% of marketers say that their top 
challenge is generating traffic 
and leads.

https://www.hubspot.com/marketing-statistics


1  https://www.hubspot.com/marketing-statistics

2 https://www.marketo.com/lead-generation/

What are your biggest B2B lead generation challenges? 

Generating high-quality leads -

Converting leads into customers -

Creating meaningful content -

Demonstrating return of investment -

Sourcing high-quality data/lists -

Lead generation across multiple media -

Generating a high volume of leads -

Marketing to a lengthening sales cycle -

Marketing to a growing number of people involved -

Generating public relations and awareness buzz -

Communicating product value -

Creating overall marketing strategy -

Keeping up with changes in the marketplace -

0% 20% 40% 60% 80%

Challenges
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Priorities and Strategies

1  https://designrr.io/lead-generation-strategies

2 https://blog.taboola.com/ultimate-guide-lead-generation-2/#Lead_Generation_Strategies
3 https://neilpatel.com/blog/lead-generation-hacks-6-proven-hacks-that-will-grow-your-leads-by-113/

Attracting and using inbound marketing is needed in building customer relationships and fostering trust. Giving out stellar and 
convincing content as an incentive is one way to leave an impression and make customers come back for more. Consistency and 
designing great offers will not only create brand affinity, but can also help to boost sales and success.

The first crucial step 
is when the potential 
customer first 
becomes aware of 
the brand and its 
offering. Provide 
meaningful content 
to generate interest 
and establish 
credibility before 
promoting what the 
brand offers. A 
common tool is a 
newsletter.

Lead 
Capturing

Attract prospective 
customers further by 
producing relevant 
and much more 
in-depth content 
such as a free trial of 
a product, launching 
E-Books or 
streaming webinars. 

Lead 
Magnet

When customers 
have signed up and 
are interested to 
learn more, make 
sure to qualify them 
accordingly. Find out 
which filters are 
relevant to your 
business and score 
them accordingly. 

Lead 
Scoring

Develop 
relationships with 
prospect customers 
at every step of the 
buyer’s journey. The 
goal is to provide 
information and 
answer any 
customer’s need by 
listening to their pain 
points. Never lose 
sight of the 
customer.

Lead
Nurturing
Goals

4 Ls of Lead Strategy

https://designrr.io/lead-generation-strategies
https://blog.taboola.com/ultimate-guide-lead-generation-2/#Lead_Generation_Strategies
https://neilpatel.com/blog/lead-generation-hacks-6-proven-hacks-that-will-grow-your-leads-by-113/


Best Practices

1  https://www.piesync.com/blog/12-of-the-best-lead-generation-practices-for-2020/

2 https://www.outbrain.com/blog/lead-generation-ideas/
www.aiah.ai
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Inspiring stories of brands in the Philippines 
Seeing the potential of messaging apps and paid 
media, these brands have established authority and 
built impressive lead generation strategies.

Success Stories



3x
Increase in leads (compared to online 
channels within the same period)

5%
Increase in quality leads

50%
Lower acquisition cost

As a major telecommunications provider in the 
Philippines, Globe uses Aiah, a Facebook Marketing 
partner, to provide more and more exceptional 
customer experiences without overburdening their 
current manpower.

Aiah helps the Globe Broadband team interact with 
thousands of potential customers and provides them 
with the information necessary to subscribe to Globe's 
Broadband services using a messenger chatbot that 
caters to the audience 24/7.

1  https://www.facebook.com/business/success/globe

Success Stories
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71%
Lower cost per signup

89x
higher reach with lead ads 
compared to offline campaigns

110,000
signups

Myra’s main goal is to go digital with Pinays. Previously seen as a 
traditional marketer who hands out samples, the brand took a leap 
of faith and shifted to digital to find more ways in generating leads.

Myra launched its Facebook Lead Ads back in 2017 that allowed 
potential customers to get free 2-week samples after filling out an 
online form. 

Having a custom audience included people who had viewed at least 
25% of any previous campaign video on Myra’s Facebook Page, the 
campaign used Lookalike Audiences that helped in reaching new 
audience and potential customers that are similar to existing ones.

1  https://www.facebook.com/business/success/globe

Success Stories
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● Lead generation allows you to target potential 

customers when you understand the buying 

process and buyer journey.

● A balance of both rented and owned attention is 

the key to reach potential customers.

● Social media is an effective space for discovery 

and marketing.

● Now that potential customers have many easily 

accessible channels, marketers need to think 

strategically in selecting the relevant content to 

share with audiences. 

Key 
Takeaways
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facebook.com/AiahAutomation

twitter.com/AiahAutomation

linkedin.com/company/aiah-automation/

instagram.com/aiahautomation/

Send us a message at sales@aiah.ai to know more.
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Making Automation Accessible with

Instant
Apps
Instant Apps automate key business processes, are ready to use

out-of-the-box, and can be managed by non-technical users.

mailto:sales@aiah.ai



